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The correct information is found bellow:

This manuscript was prepared while on assignment at the clinical/basic medicine in Faculty of Medicine, Kyushu University. This study was funded in part by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B) (2139019) from the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture, Japan.

記載内容の訂正について

福岡医学雑誌第101巻第5号において、106ページに記載の「謝辞」に誤りがありましたので、下記の通り訂正させていただきます。

This manuscript was prepared while on assignment at the clinical/basic medicine in Faculty of Medicine, Kyushu University. This study was funded in part by a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B) (2139019) from the Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture, Japan.